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Celebrating our high achievers
WIDE BAY Hospital and Health Service
celebrated the achievements of its
staff and volunteers at its third annual
Excellence Awards last week, with
the diversity of winners showcasing
outstanding quality of care and
commitment throughout the past year.
The award categories at this year’s event
were driven by WBHHS’s recently adopted
organisational values, and also included a
Volunteer Award, a new Cultural Connections
Award and four Values Ambassador Awards
for employees across the region.
The top honour of the Every Value, Every Day
Award went to Public Health Physician and
Director of the Wide Bay Public Health Unit
Dr Niall Conroy, for his immense contribution
to the planning and response to COVID-19.
Board Chair Peta Jamieson said the awards
were a great way to recognise those who put
WBHHS’s values into action.

The awards are an opportunity
to celebrate the work of our staff
and volunteers who epitomise our
values and champion them to their
colleagues,” Peta said.
“As an organisation, we can’t achieve
anything without our staff, so the awards are
a great opportunity for us to congratulate
our finalists and winners on their efforts,

and also say thank you for doing a really
important job that helps to improve the lives
of our community.
“From our clinical and operational staff
through to our administration, professional
and ancillary staff, WBHHS team members
and volunteers are constantly striving to
improve the experience of patients and
consumers so they receive the best possible
care each day. In doing so, our staff are
putting the values into action.”
Awards were presented at multiple sites and
simulcast via an online celebration ceremony
to staff across WBHHS.
WBHHS Chief Executive Debbie Carroll
said the annual awards not only celebrated
achievements of a select few, but also
gave all team members an opportunity to
reflect on collective achievements during a
challenging year.
“This year has been particularly busy and
complex as we responded to COVID-19, so
having this opportunity to pause and reflect
on our achievements and outcomes has
been really important,” she said.
“While there were nine award categories and
12 winners from across the region, there was
one constant – our patients are better off as
a result of everyone’s collective efforts. And
awards aside, that’s what we come to work
for each day.”
Eight pages of awards coverage from p6

Thirst Aid Café appy
to take your order
THIRST AID Café has launched its own
smart phone app to make ordering of food
and drinks a whole lot easier for staff at
Bundaberg Hospital.
By using the app, which is available on either
Apple or Andriod via using the QR Code,
staff can order before they leave their ward
or work area and have their lunch or coffee
available for pick up in about 15 minutes.

The app offers
an alternative to
lining up, saving
time in what are
busy work days for staff, and will hopefully
reduce congestion in the foyer area.
It’s well worth signing up too, with people
downloading the app getting a $5 voucher to
use at the café.

Dr Niall Conroy, winner of the Every Value, Every
Day Award.
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Developing our leaders of the future
WBHHS is making career development more
accessible to its staff as it implements a range
of programs aimed at upskilling its workforce
and nurturing future leaders.
The program kicked off with a pilot of the
tailored Step Up & Lead workshop, whose
first session got under way in late November
with a broad cross-section of healthcare
professionals from streams including nursing,
pharmacy, administration and operations.
Director of Organisational Development
Brett Preston, who is jointly delivering the
leadership program, said the course ran over
three separate days one month apart so that
participants could put their learning into
practice.
“This is just the first of many leadership

development programs being run in the new
year,” he said.
“The new programs are being designed and
facilitated in partnership with the Centre for
Leadership Excellence (CLE), a unit within
Clinical Excellence Queensland, who will
support the customisation of course content
and activities so all programs are relevant to
the WBHHS context.

to their accessibility, uptake and impact.
“Previously these programs could only be
accessed by a limited number of staff who had
to travel to Brisbane,” he said.
“Now we will have a range of programs that
all staff can access, build a career pathway
and improve their personal and professional
capabilities right here in Wide Bay.

“This first course has been received really
well so far, with some of the feedback saying
the content was well developed and relevant,
the goal-setting section was excellent,
and understanding of personalities in the
workplace was really beneficial.”

“With a full range of programs being offered
between February and June, more than 600
staff will get opportunities for personal and
professional development that will support
their PAD discussions, career pathways, and
build confidence and areas of expertise.”

Brett said the fact that the programs would be
delivered locally would make a big difference

More details on courses and how to enrol will
be made available in the new year.

Enhancing timely discharge summaries in Bundaberg
A QUALITY initiative to enhance timely
completion of discharge summaries has
commenced at Bundaberg Hospital, with
plans for it to be expanded to include other
WBHHS facilities.
Discharge summaries are an essential
component in continuity of patient care.
They should represent an overview of care
provided and they should outline what needs
to be done when the patient leaves hospital.
As part of the initiative, Bundaberg Hospital
medical staff surveys were conducted in midNovember, with strong engagement.
There was a 90% completion rate of the

surveys from all inpatient junior doctors,
including 100% completion rates from the
departments of Medicine and ICU junior
doctors.
The Department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology also achieved a 100%
completion rate among its senior doctors.
Director of Medical Services (North)
Dr Graham Beacom thanked everyone
who took part, saying the information
received had been excellent and would
inform plans to improve timely discharge
summary completion. Stay tuned!
The Obstretrics and Gynaecology team achieved a 100%
completion rate of the discharge summary survey.
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Interns’ achievements recognised
DOCTOR MARIE Florance has
received the Bundaberg Hospital
Intern of the Year Award at a special
ceremony last week that recognised
the achievements of both first-year
doctors and their supervisors.
The Supervisor of the Year went to Dr Ben
Waterson from the Bundaberg Hospital
emergency department, while the Supervisor
of the Year for small departments went to
Paediatrician Dr Chris Edwards.
Wide Bay Hospital and Health Service
Director of Clinical Training (North) Dr
Vanessa Greig, who presented the awards
alongside the Director of Medical Services
(North) Dr Graham Beacom, said the awards
recognised high achievement among the 27
interns as they undertook an important step
in their career.

“Internship is a significant year. It is the
year in which young doctors become fully
integrated into the medical community,
experience the privilege of being entrusted
with the care of the unwell, feel the joy
and the heartache that are integral to
this experience, and grow throughout the
process,” Dr Greig said.

Internship is not an easy year, and
2020 in particular, has been a
challenging one. These doctors have
all embraced the challenges that
have arisen, contributed actively
and strived to deliver excellent
health care to our community.
“On behalf of the Wide Bay Hospital and
Health Service, I thank them for their hard
work, diligence, care and enthusiasm.”

Dr Florance was recognised as Intern of the
Year for her qualities of being trustworthy,
enthusiastic, extremely competent, punctual,
hardworking and proactive as well as being
an efficient and organised member of the
team who displayed good-quality patient
management.
The awards also recognised Dr Elspeth
Norton and Dr Cindy Flores with Highly
Commended honours.
The Bundaberg Hospital Medical Education
Unit annual awards have been running since
2013, and each year they recognise the Intern
of the Year and Supervisor of the Year.
Award winners will have their names added
to the trophy alongside the winners from
previous years.

ABOVE: Bundaberg Hospital Interns (from left) Dr Elspeth Norton, Intern of the Year Dr Marie Florance, and Dr Cindy Flores, with Supervisor of the Year (small
departments) Dr Chris Edwards, second from left. ABOVE RIGHT: Members of the Medical Education and Simulation Education teams join in the celebrations.

Bundaberg Hospital notice board bookings made easy
STAFF WHO wish to use the public notice
boards at Bundaberg Hospital to promote
important health information will now have
an easier booking process thanks to the
Operational Services team.
An easy to use online calendar has been set
up and can be accessed via the following
hyperlink: Bundaberg Hospital Notice

Board Bookings
When a staff member requests a date
selection it will either flash a message that a
booking already exists or will allow them to
make the booking as the time slot is empty.
Once the booking has been made, an email
as confirmation of their booking.

The online booking system replaces the
previous process that saw staff contacting
members of the operational services,
Foundation or media and communications
teams to make bookings of the notice
boards in the foyer areas at Thirst Aid and
near PARAS.
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Compliments to our Health Heroes
EVERY year, WBHHS clinicians and
healthcare workers have more than a
million patient contacts and occasions
of service as they care for and support
our community.
Many of our patients show their gratitude –
often at the time – and some feel so strongly
about it that they call or write to us to make
certain our teams know how much their care
and expertise means to them
and their families.
Here are just a selection
of patient compliments
from the past few
weeks, reminding us of
the great work we do and
the great impact we have
on people’s lives, every
single day.

Rural Allied and Community Health:
Wesley Bramley (Exercise Physiologist) and Gerrald Lasserre (Indigenous Health Worker),
thank you both on helping me lose 10kg on my weight loss journey.
-Oriel Chambers (Indigenous Health Worker) is amazing and does great work. Nothing
has been done like this before to help. Can’t thank you enough for the services we are
receiving now.

Biggenden MPHS
To the nurses and staff that dressed my leg over the past couple of months – thank you,
thank you!

Hervey Bay Surgical Ward
My husband has been experiencing delirium and becomes distressed and agitated.
I want to express my admiration for ward staff, who have been very kind and considerate.
Your continuity of staffing and constant observation has been very beneficial for me
and my husband. The care given to both of us has been exemplary during this and
previous admissions.

Maryborough Hospital Rehab Unit
The Rehab ward nurses and Physio team perform wonders, making it possible for people
like me to walk again. The team remains positive and keeps smiling. I’m eternally grateful
and will never forget all you have done for me. Thank you all so much for your kindness and
professional attention.

Hervey Bay Cancer Care Centre
I was extremely pleased with my consultation with Dr Hayden Christie about starting new
treatment. I found him to be extremely professional, and he explained proposed treatment
in terms that were easy to understand. Also, CNC Penny gave information on support
available and was very professional as well. My first treatment was very professional and
comfortable. I cannot speak highly enough of the whole department.

Shout-outs to
staff living our
values
OUR staff continue to recognise their
colleagues for living our values, by giving
them a shout-out for their effort and
dedication.
You can view all the shout-outs
here, but here’s a selection at
right. To give a shout-out
to a colleague or team,
go to our Values hub on
QHEPS.

Bundaberg Short Stay and Operating
Theatres – I recently had to undergo a
diagnostic procedure at Bundaberg Hospital
and saw our teams’ work as a patient rather
than a colleague. I was highly impressed by
the professionalism, clear communication and
friendly attitude of the entire clinical team.
Thanks for everything!
Robert Purbrick – I would like to recognise
Rob Purbrick for his collaborative approach,
knowledge and teamwork. We now have a more
functional and streamlined stores process. He
used his knowledge to facilitate this process in a
friendly manner, clearly demonstrating excellent
teamwork building within the HHS.

Ilea Costin – A big shout-out
to Ilea in the Executive Office,
who has somehow managed to
stay on top of a huge range of
complex and time-consuming
tasks and projects, including the
Excellence Awards, Estimates,
executive correspondence
and Christmas decorations
organising – just to name a
few. All this while providing
unswerving and reliable support
for her colleagues, and so
cheerfully. We couldn’t do our
jobs as well without you, Ilea!
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Dignity at heart of donations
A NUMBER of units and staff across
the Wide Bay Hospital and Health
Service jumped on board the “It’s In
The Bag” campaign during November.
The campaign is an initiative of Share The
Dignity, who collect items for women who are
struggling with homelessness or fleeing from
domestic and family violence.
“It’s In The Bag” involves collecting
handbags full of toiletry and treat items and
donating them to Share the Dignity who
distribute them to partner charities.
Hervey Bay Surgical Ward, Bundaberg
Community Care Units, the Hervey Bay
Maternity Unit were just some of the WBHHS
units collecting handbags for the appeal.
Partner charities across Bundaberg, Gin
Gin, Hervey Bay and Maryborough have
requested 1,018 handbags in time for
Christmas.
This year the charities
have reported a rise in
requests for Mums’ and
Bubs’ bags ( made up
of items for new mums)
and for more items
within the bags that
would be appropriate
for teenage girls.
More than 40 bags have
been donated to the
cause by WBHHS staff
since November.

TrainStation hints, tips and troubleshooting
How do I reset my TrainStation
password?
Use the ‘Forgot Password’ button on
the TrainStation landing page to reset
your own password. Be sure to check
your junk folder for the response email.
For optimal performance we
recommend that you access
TrainStation via the Start Now
application menu on your desktop or
Edge browser.

Need a little help?
For general TrainStation support or assistance
contact the TrainStation Administration team on
WBHHS-TrainStation@health.qld.gov.au or
by telephone on 4150 2280.
For site specific enquiries please contact your
local office:
• Bundaberg and the Rurals 4150 2228
• Maryborough 4122 8315
• Hervey Bay 4325 6104
Be sure to look out for a new TrainStation tip
each fortnight. Until next time, happy training.
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COLLABORATION AWARD
Winner
Shaun Grant
Shaun is the Nurse Unit Manager of Bundaberg Hospital’s
Intensive Care Unit.
He was nominated for being a consultative, collaborative and
transparent leader, which was highlighted during the COVID-19
response when he designed best practice workflows and
response plans for nursing, medical and allied health staff in the
ICU environment.
Shaun’s work in leading COVID preparedness in Bundaberg, in
collaboration with his own team and many others, was so effective
that WBHHS was able to draw from it and implement similar
procedures on the Fraser Coast.
It has also helped leaders to see the potential to remodel an
infectious cohort room, which could have wider applications in
future, for example in future influenza seasons.

Finalist: Tanya Bull

Finalist: WBHHS Telehealth Team

Tanya is WBHHS’s Acting Paediatric Nurse Educator, with a
role that encompasses all of Wide Bay.

The Telehealth team is made up of Coordinator Megan Cooper, Clinical Nurse
Consultant Kathy Tobin (pictured) and Administration Officer Miranda Keys.

She was nominated for her work to establish a
multidisciplinary, interprofessional framework for stateleading paediatric education.

The team was selected as a finalist for the way they have collaborated both
with internal and external stakeholders, to facilitate a wide range of models of
care and provide access to more services close to home for our patients across
the region.

Tanya’s efforts have led to better collaboration between
Emergency, Intensive Care, Paediatrics and Theatre teams –
and most importantly, improved care and outcomes for local
children and their families.

Their work has contributed to WBHHS being one of the biggest users of TEMSU
(Telehealth Emergency Management Support Unit) in Queensland, and has
also led to the rollout of an ever-increasing range of acute and allied health
telehealth and virtual clinic services.
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ACCOUNTABILITY AWARD
Winner
John Gamlin
John is the Clinical Nurse Consultant for the Wide Bay Infection
Control Service.
He was recognised for his leadership in infection control,
particularly during the COVID-19 preparation phase, when he was
responsible for ensuring our infection control response met all
standards and requirements, mitigated risks and protected our
patients and staff, and was clearly communicated.
John was nominated twice in this category. Not only did he consult
widely and across disciplines during the COVID response, he
became the go-to person for many issues.
He led the infection control and PPE education effort, helped the
Public Health Unit with contact tracing efforts, shared his expertise
with external facilities to improve our preparedness on multiple
levels, and went to Rockhampton to help CQHHS in the wake of
their COVID positive in an aged care facility.

Finalist: Prison Health Service

Finalist: Tammy Street

The Prison Health team provides primary care services to prisoners at the
Maryborough Correctional Centre, which is run by Queensland Corrective
Services.

Tammy is the Manager of the Wide Bay Information
Communication Technology team.

They were selected as a finalist for the way they have improved access to
care and provided consistently high-quality and respectful care to a complex
cohort.
It was also recognised that their work takes place in a challenging environment
run by another agency, and that their team culture is positive and strong
despite their relative isolation from the rest of their health service colleagues.

She was recognised for her proactive leadership of a team
that constantly innovates to provide sustainable solutions for
the HHS, leading to service efficiencies and cost savings.
Examples of the team’s successful outcomes include the rapid
implementation of Teams collaborations, new power apps for
multiple business improvements, and swift working from home
enablement during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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RESPECT AWARD
Winner
Geoff Richardson
Geoff is the Team Leader of the Bundaberg Mental Health Acute Care
and Step Up Step Down teams.
He was recognised for his respectful approach to communication
and the value he places on the contributions of internal and external
partners.
He has also been praised for his efforts to provide a positive
workplace culture and his commitment to providing a quality mental
health service.
Geoff’s role involves leading the clinical team at the Step Up Step
Down centre, which is jointly run with national not-for-profit Mind
Australia. This shared operating model is the only one of its kind in the
HHS, which has come with its challenges.
Through his respectful and transparent communications and dealings
with all staff, Geoff has been able to ensure the centre continues to run
smoothly and supports people in need of intensive mental health support.

Finalist: Jan-Adele Hotz

Finalist: Vicki Files

Jan-Adele is the Director of Nursing for Rural Facilities and Services.

Vicki is the Nurse Unit Manager of the relatively new Fraser Coast
Integrated Care Service.

She was selected as a finalist for her ability to achieve and facilitate shared
goals through respectful working relationships, which has won her support
and admiration from teams across the rural areas and broader HHS.
Jan-Adele’s recent achievements have included navigating and
implementing fast-changing State and Commonwealth COVID-19
standards as they applied to rural hospitals and aged care, and
enhancing WBHHS’s Cognitive Impairment governance and education to
meet national accreditation standards.

She was recognised for her ongoing efforts to work respectfully
and collaborative with her colleagues on a range of projects,
including most recently the implementation of the Integrated Care
service.
This required a strong change management plan and
comprehensive consultations with staff, which resulted in a flexible
and respectful model of care that meets patients’ individual needs.
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EXCELLENCE AWARD
Winner
Mental Health Hospital in the Home
team
The innovative Mental Health Hospital in the Home service was
established earlier this year.
The first model of its kind in Queensland, it provides intensive mental
health support to consumers in the comfort and familiarity of their own
home, improving recovery outcomes and reducing admissions.
The implementation of the MH-HITH model has required extensive
planning and monitoring by a Steering Group to ensure both safety and
effectiveness.
It has also involved comprehensive engagement with consumers and
a commitment by the team to ongoing review and adaptation, given
there was no existing model in Queensland to help determine work
guidelines.
The program was partly a response to consumer feedback and need,
and it’s been strongly supported by those who have already benefited
from its flexible and compassionate delivery.

Finalist: David Jovic
David is the Advanced Physiotherapist in
the Fraser Coast Emergency Department.
He was selected as a finalist for his
successful establishment of the emergency
physiotherapy role, in which he has added
significant value through his specialised
assessment and treatment, predominantly
of musculoskeletal, orthopaedic and
vestibular cases.
David has also led and published research
related to his role, worked hard to educate
colleagues, and has contributed to the
achievement of emergency performance
targets.

Finalist: Fraser Coast Speech
Pathology team

Finalist: Wide Bay Public Health Unit
team

The Fraser Coast Speech Pathology team
was recognised for its contribution to a
collaborative multi-site research project
investigating the use of Allied Health
Assistants in screening for dysphagia
(difficulty swallowing).

The Wide Bay Public Health Unit was selected as
a finalist for the enormous commitment and effort
from team members to contain and minimise the
spread of COVID-19 across Wide Bay.

Participation in the project has led to role
expansion and upskilling of the Speech
Pathology AHA role and subsequently
increased service capacity.
Importantly, it has also led to better
patient outcomes, thanks to earlier and
more frequent screening.

The team was recognised for its swiftness and
flexibility in responding to the needs of the
moment, and for networking and collaborating
broadly and across multiple agencies to ensure
general preparedness.
It was noted that many members of the team
worked long days, including out of hours and on
weekends, to ensure the community was safe and
supported throughout the pandemic.
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THROUGH PATIENTS’ EYES AWARD
Winner
Biggenden MPHS Team
Biggenden MPHS was recognised for consistently
providing high-quality, individualised acute and
residential aged care to its community, and for
engaging both patients and the township in
activities that promote healthy outcomes and
community connectedness.
The judges noted that the team epitomised the
provision of care Through Patients’ Eyes, with all
members – including nursing, medical, operational
and admin staff – contributing to the effort.
Just some examples of their care and initiatives
include:
• memory books and special events for aged care
residents
• Community Anzac Day commemorations, even during COVID-19, when they found a way to observe it safely and compassionately
• bringing in horses to an aged care resident who was missing them badly, allowing him to pat and spend time with them, uplifting not just
him but all the other residents.

Finalist: Dr Fiona Baker

Finalist: Katie Rogers

Fiona is a Staff Specialist in the Fraser Coast Emergency
Department.

Katie is a Clinical Nurse Consultant in the Bundaberg Mental Health
Inpatient Unit.

She was recognised for her outstanding leadership of the
GEDI (Geriatric Emergency Department Intervention) team
to substantially raise the quality of care provided to frail and
elderly people, reducing emergency presentations and inpatient
admissions as a result.

She was selected as a finalist for her outstanding care and strong
advocacy for consumers, through collaborating extensively across the
HHS as well as with external partners, and taking a contemporary and
least restrictive approach to care.

Fiona was also nominated for leading the implementation on the
Fraser Coast of a new multidisciplinary model of care for sexual
assault victims.

Katie is also recognised as a great role model for staff across the service
who plays a strong part in education and mentoring, enhancing both
the professional development of colleagues as well as overall service
capability and provision of care.
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THROUGH PATIENTS’ EYES AWARD
Finalist: Midwifery Group Practice Team, Bundaberg
Bundaberg’s Midwifery Group Practice (MGP) launched in April
2019 to provide enhanced continuity of care for women in the
region, and expanded early in 2020 due to demand.
The MGP team was selected as a finalist for the successful
implementation of its new model of care, which has led to high
levels of satisfaction and improved patient outcomes for local
women, shorter lengths of stay and fewer interventions.
It was also noted that the team rapidly adapted to changing needs
during the COVID-19 pandemic, going to great lengths to support
and reassure families during a stressful time.

VOLUNTEER AWARD

Winner
Trish Hummerston
Trish is the current president of the Hervey Bay Hospital Auxiliary, but she has been a
member and dedicated hospital fundraiser for many years.
Trish was recognised as a result of her outstanding dedication to Hervey Bay Hospital
patients, through organising fundraising, donations and events that support and uplift our
consumers and teams.
Incredibly, she was nominated no less than five times for this award.
Trish has been described as having boundless energy, and has been involved in a wide
variety of different volunteer endeavours at the hospital.
These include support packs for our paediatric patients and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander consumers, and almost single-handedly organising the Paediatric Ward Christmas
party at Hervey Bay Hospital every year.

Finalist: Margaret Marsh
Margaret has been a chaplain at Bundaberg
Hospital for 17 years, and recently decided to
retire.
She was recognised for her long-time
provision of spiritual care to patients, staff
and consumers of the hospital, as well as
for her concerted efforts to help to grow the
spiritual care service for the benefit of the
community.
She has done this through attracting
potential chaplains and pastoral care
volunteers, and providing education and
support to them to help make the service
strong and sustainable.
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CULTURAL CONNECTIONS AWARD
Winner
Maryborough Hospital Butchulla
Artwork Project Team
The Maryborough Hospital Butchulla Artwork Project team is
made up of Maryborough Hospital Emergency Department
Nurse Unit Manager Garry Houston, Graphic Designer Amanda
Kratzmann and Senior Infrastructure Project Officer Alison Smith.
The team was awarded for their collaboration to consult,
commission, design and install artwork in the upgraded ED that
tells the stories of the local Butchulla people.
This project required a lot of steps and frequent consultation with
Butchulla Elders Uncle Glen Miller and Uncle Mark Singho, as well
as artist Karen Hall (artist name Kutcha Blackman) and our own
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health team.
While the project was hampered at various stages by COVID-19
restrictions, the team kept going – resulting in some beautiful
new artworks that have helped make the ED waiting area more
welcoming, and that tell important stories about our local cultural
heritage.

Finalist: BreastScreen Wide Bay
Finalist: Geteno George
Geteno is the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Advanced Health
Worker for Bundaberg Mental Health.
He was selected as a finalist for his passion and commitment to health
equity, through reducing communication gaps, improving follow-up
practices, providing cultural education and enhancing accessibility of
culturally appropriate mental health services for First Nations patients.
It was noted that Geteno also undertakes positive mental health
initiatives in the community, approaching issues associated with mental
health in a cultural, creative and innovative way.

BreastScreen Wide Bay has two clinics in the region, in
Bundaberg and Hervey Bay.
The team was recognised for its innovative work to establish a
mobile breast screening service in partnership with Bundaberg’s
Integrated Wellness Centre.
In doing so, the team built strong relationships with local Elders,
health workers and staff at IWC.
This initiative – which is planned to be ongoing – has helped
to increase access and enhance cultural safety for First Nations
women, improve early detection, and reduce mortality and
morbidity related to breast cancer.
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WBHH BOARD VALUES AMBASSADOR AWARDS
Winner
Anna Van Teijlingen
Anna (known more commonly as Ansie) is a Clinical Midwife at
Hervey Bay Hospital’s Maternity Unit, and was a multiple award
nominee.
She was selected as a Values Ambassador for her professionalism
and commitment to great clinical care and communication,
her work to improve hearing screen procedures, training and
outcomes, and her mentoring and support for colleagues.
Ansie was also recognised for her committed efforts to enhance
care and support for local families experiencing pregnancy loss.

Winner
Leisa Jackson
Leisa is the Nurse Unit Manager for Maryborough Hospital’s Ward
3, and was nominated by her peers multiple times in all valuesbased categories.
She was recognised for her patient-centred, quality-driven
approach to care for an often challenging patient cohort, and for
driving and developing a great culture among her team, as well as
enhancements in nursing practice.
It was also noted that Leisa constantly strives to improve patient
care and outcomes, not only within Ward 3, but across other
services within the HHS and beyond.

Winner
Dr Tom Battisson
Tom is the Medical Officer at Monto Hospital, as well as the
neighbouring private family practice.

Winner
Anna Van Teijlingen
XXX

He was awarded for his exceptional service to his rural
community, not just through his medical role but also through
his work to educate local students about road trauma, drug and
alcohol use, and healthy lifestyles.
Tom also regularly attends community events and meetings to
engage with residents and answer health questions, despite his
demanding work and on-call commitments.
It was noted that he was not only a great ambassador for our
values, but also a great ambassador for WBHHS in our rural
communities.
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WBHH BOARD VALUES AMBASSADOR AWARDS
Winner
Helen Eaves
Helen is the Nurse Unit Manager of Bundaberg Hospital’s Palliative, Acute
Rehabilitation and Acute Stroke (PARAS) Ward, and was nominated by her
peers multiple times in multiple categories.
She was selected as an ambassador for WBHHS’s values because of her
compassionate and consultative style of leadership and collaboration,
and for the way she develops and supports her team.
Helen also is recognised for embracing diversity and constantly working
towards the best possible patient outcomes and better service delivery,
particularly in palliative care.

EVERY VALUE, EVERY DAY AWARD
Winner
Dr Niall Conroy
Niall is WBHHS’s Public Health Physician and Director of the Wide Bay
Public Health Unit.
He was presented with the top honour at this year’s Excellence Awards
for his extraordinary dedication and commitment to patients and
colleagues throughout the COVID-10 pandemic.
In announcing the award, Chief Executive Debbie Carroll said:
“Niall joined us at the end of January this year, expecting to have a quiet
handover from his retiring predecessor, Dr Margaret Young. Instead, he
walked straight into a pandemic and had to hit the ground sprinting in
what we kept on saying would need to be a marathon effort.
“He made himself available at all times to provide updates, information
and advice to our organisational leaders, to our line managers and staff,
and to our community.
“Niall has worked with teams and leaders across the HHS to make sure
the Public Health Unit team could flex up and down as necessary to
respond to the COVID-19 needs of the moment and contain spread.
“In the absence of a full-time, onsite infectious diseases specialist,
he has done his utmost to support our organisation as we worked to
rapidly implement our COVID plans in wards and facilities across the
region.
“He has supported COVID-positive patients and their families
throughout the year, with the unwavering help of our Public Health and
clinical teams. And he has barely taken a day off all year.
“On behalf of our entire HHS, I want to say thank you to Niall for being
the man for the moment. Our COVID response wouldn’t have been the
same without him.”
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Join the Bundaberg
Hospital Book Club
Looking for something new in 2021? If you
like to read, then this is for you!
University of Sussex researchers recently
found that just six minutes of reading –
regardless of age – lead to a stress reduction
of 68%. And a review of a number of papers
by the University of Texas showed that
connecting with others in a social setting,
such as a book club, boosts immunity,
decreases the risk of cardiovascular disease
and reduces high blood pressure. So many
wellness benefits!
Book Club members meet on the second
Monday of each month at 4.30pm on the
hospital grounds. A new book is selected
from the Bundaberg Library reading list each
month. E-books and novels are available.
Kerry Keene, Senior Dental Assistant

A good balance of admin,
clinical and cool for Kerry
Your role: Senior Dental Assistant –
Fraser Coast School Dental
How long have you been with
WBHHS?
23 years
How do you describe what you do?
My job is a mixture of clinical and
admin. I enjoy my clinical days when
I’m out in the schools working with
children to help provide the best dental
care we can. I love interacting with the
children and their parents to help make
their appointment as enjoyable and
comfortable as possible.
What’s best about your job?
When the children see you in the school
grounds and are genuinely happy to see
you and can’t wait to come back to the
dental van. It makes you feel like you
have made their visit as comfortable and
friendly as possible, and as though the
dental van is cool!
What was your path into health care?
I began my journey in Gayndah in 1997
working on the rural dental van run. In
1999 I moved to Maryborough to gain
experience in a larger service and have
worked with the Fraser Coast School

Dental Service ever since.
What does being part of a team mean
to you?
We have such a great bunch of people to
work with in School Dental and the whole
Oral Health Service. You can see that
we’re all working towards the same goals
of giving the best possible care to our
patients. Many of the team have worked
together for many years and we’ve
formed great bonds. I feel very lucky to
be part of such a great team.
When you’re not at work, you are…
Spending time with my family (attending
sporting events with my children).
What do you enjoy about living in
Wide Bay?
Great climate with the beach and country
at our doorstep.
Tell us a fun fact about you.
I have a couple of webbed toes. It’s good
for swimming!
What song are you listening to most
right now?
I like most music, however I do find
myself going back to the Eighties a lot.

If you’re interested, contact Alison O’Hara via
email: Alison.Ohara@health.qld.gov.au
or phone 4150 2600.

Christmas jokes
What are the best Christmas
jumpers made from?
Fleece Navidad.
What do you call a snowman with a
six-pack?
An abdominal snowman.
What’s every elf’s favourite type of
music?
Wrap.

What’s On
DECEMBER 2020
1 –31 Decembeard
25 		 Christmas Day
26		 Boxing Day
JANUARY 2021
1 		 New Year's Day
4–7 N&M Succession Management sessions
26 		 Australia Day
FEBRUARY
1–28 FebFast
1 –28 Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month
4		 World Cancer Day
13		 Anniversary of the apology

